Taxfix Factsheet

“We make it easy for taxpayers to receive their maximum refund. Taxfix streamlines
and simplifies the process of tax filing considerably. With a user-friendly interface
and easy-to-understand content, we remove hurdles and the lower time spent on
this task. This leaves more room to enjoy the important things in life. Anyone can do
taxes with Taxfix.”
Mathis Büchi, CEO and Co-Founder of Taxfix

How does Taxfix work?
The tedious completion of complicated tax forms is now over. With Taxfix anyone,
whether via the web, iOS or Android, can quickly and easily declare their tax returns
within 22 minutes.

Step 1
In an chat-like mode, the user answers an average of
70 out of 3,000 possible questions about his/her living,
working, income and health status which is relevant to
the tax statement. There will be only questions asked
that are necessary for each individual user.

Step 2
App users scan their annual pay slip with their smartphones. All important data is automatically transferred
to the right areas in the tax forms.

Step 3
Once all questions have been answered, the
estimated tax refund will be calculated according to
the individual tax case.

Step 4
The user checks the accuracy of the data and agrees to
the direct transmission of the tax return to the tax office.

* Taxfix is calculated with the utmost care on the basis of the data entered by the user. However, in some
cases, the rules for calculating tax liability leave a certain room for interpretation. This can lead the tax
accountant to not recognize some of the posts handed in. Thus, the Taxfix result may differ from the tax
assessment.

How much does Taxfix cost?
The download and use of the app is free. Only for the transmission of the tax
declaration to the tax office a flat fee of 34.99 € is charged. This amount can be
deducted from taxes in the next tax year. For users, receiving an estimated tax
refund of less than 50 €, Taxfix remains completely free of charge.

The German tax market in numbers **

26 million
tax declarations are filed
in Germany annually.

974 €
can be retrieved on
average, per person.

22%
of the Germans do not
hand in their tax return
declaration at all.

**Source: Drucksache 19/8106 der Bundesregierung, 4. März 2019
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Tax return without prior knowledge
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The Taxfix Founders
Taxfix was founded by Mathis Büchi and Lino Teuteberg in September 2016.

Mathis Büchi - CEO and Co-Founder of Taxfix
Mathis studied International Management at the Hong
Kong University, China. Right after that, he founded his
first company which organized study and cultural trips
to North Korea. In 2013, together with Lino Teuteberg,
he founded Smallpdf. The company is still operating
successfully with 24 million users.

Lino Teuteberg - CPO and Co-Founder of Taxfix
Lino finished his studies in Interface Design at the
University of Applied Sciences in Potsdam, Germany as
top of his class anad has created many digital products
since. As co-founder of Smallpdf, he was responsible
for the UI/UX design and the management of the
product team. At Taxfix he is the Chief Product Officer
responsible for the management and development of
the product.

About the Taxfix GmbH
• Founded by Mathis Büchi and Lino Teuteberg
• Active in Germany since 2017
• Mission: to simplify complex tax systems and make them accessible to everyone
• Every week, Taxfix gets back millions of tax refunds for its users
• More than 80 employees including tax consultants, lawyers and tax experts
• Renowned investors supporting Taxfix: Valar Ventures, Creandum and Redalpine

More information on:
www.taxfix.de
Contact:
Dana Arp
mediarelations@taxfix.de

